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By analogy with Lagrange interpolation, the fundamental alternating 
polynomials are introduced. The interlacing property of the zeros of these 
polynomials corresponding to the Chebyshev extrema nodes is established. The 
behavior of the corresponding Lebesgue function isstudied. Inthis tudy our main 
tool is a relationship between this function and the corresponding Lebesgue 
function i duced by the interpolation. Taking advantage of our previous result con- 
cerning interpolation, a new estimate for the norm of the alternating operator is 
obtained. This result gives an affirmative answer to a question posed by Cheney 
and Rivlin. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X= (xk};Z&, -1 <x,+, <x,..- tx,<x,<l be a set of n+2 
distinct points in [ - 1, I], and denote by C[ - 1, l] the Banach space of 
continuous functions on [ - 1, l] equipped with the uniform norm. To 
each f(x) E C[ - 1, l] there corresponds a unique interpolation polynomial 
L + ,(X; xl = 1 f(Xk) lk(x; x), 
k=O 
(1) 
where 
lk(X; x) =n (x-xi)/& - xi). 
i=O 
ifk 
L,, i(X) may be interpreted as a projection of C[ - 1, l] onto the subspace 
a PI+1 consisting of all polynomials ofdegree <n + 1. In [3] the author 
introduced the (generalized) alternating polynomials A,(X, x) which are 
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related to the interpolation poly omials induced bythe same set of nodes 
in the following way: 
A,(X; x) =L,, ,(X; x) -f[xo, x’;-’ xtf+ 11Tnl(x), 
wherefCxo, 1. . x,+ 1 ] is the divided difference off(x) on the point set X
and T,(x) = cos(n arc os x). Relation (2) shows that he A.-polynomials 
may be derived from the corresponding interpolating polynomials by 
applying one step of the Lanczos economization echnique. A,(X) may also 
be viewed as a projection of C[- 1, l] onto rc,. 
Of special importance in applications are sets of nodes atisfying 
wCTn+,bk)l=(-Uk5 k = 0, 1, . . n + 1. (3) 
For such sets the A.-polynomials coincide with the particular case of the 
next-to-interpolatory yn mials in the sense of Motzkin and Sharma [8] 
(see [3] for details). 
Let A.-polynomial be represented in the “Lagrangian” form: 
4(J-; x) =cf(Xk) U (X xl. 
k=O 
(4) 
Then by analogy with the interpolation, it s atural tocall ak(X; x) the 
fundamental alternating polynomials. Relation (2) yields 
a,(X; x)=&t-; x) - 
1 
2”d( xk) Tn+ 1(x)> 
where o(x) =n;:d (x-xk). The arrangement of he roots of the fun- 
damental polynomials k(X; x) is of great importance in our study. Itcan 
be easily seen that if, in addition to(3), the nodes (xk};+,A satisfy 
Iw’(xk)l > 2 -“, k= 0, 1, . . n + 1, then each +(X; x), k= 1,2, .. n, has n - 1 
distinct real roots on (x,+ i, x0) and hence an additional root outside 
cx n + i, x,]. Moreover, all the roots of uo(X; x) and a,,, ,(X, x) lie in the 
interval (x,+i, x0). In order to obtain additional information concerning 
the location of the roots of ak(X; x), we have to restrict ourselves to Specific 
sets of nodes. 
In the present paper we deal with the Chebyshev extrema nodes 
X= U= {cos[kn/(n + l)]};th. InSection 2,two lemmas concerning the
fundamental po ynomials k(U; x) are proved. InLemma 1, the interlacing 
property of the roots of the fundamental polynomials uk( U; x), 
k = 0, 1, . . n + 1, is established, while in Lemma 2 we estimate the “degree 
of the orthogonality” of {uk( U; x)};:: with respect tothe Chebyshev 
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weight. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the corresponding Lebesgue 
function defined byp,,( U;x) = C; z A la,J U;x)1. Our main tool here is a 
relationship between p,( U; x) and the corresponding Lebesgue function 
induced bythe interpolation A, + I (U;x)=C;+=AIl,JU;x)I. By making use 
of the interlacing property ofthe roots of uk( U; x), k= 0, 1, . . n + 1, and 
taking advantage ofour previous result concerning interpolation, we 
obtain a new estimate for the operator norm of A,(U). This estimate gives 
an affirmative answer to a question posed by Cheney and Rivlin [S J. 
The paper is concluded with an observation concerning themean square 
convergence of the A,( U; x)-polynomials. Thi  observation serves a an 
illustration of the general principle, which says that he laws of the 
asymptotic distribution of nodes are not line nough to characterize 
completely thebehavior fthe alternating process. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL POLYNOMIALS uk( U;x) 
Let U= {qk= cos[kn/(n + l)]};$. It follows from (5) that 
(-1)” 
(6) 
withy,=1 fork=1,2,...,nandy,=y,+,=$. 
The fundamental po ynomials uk(U; x) may also be expressed in terms of 
the Chebyshev polynomials 
u/J u; x) =s j: Tm(?k) Tm(x), 
where C’ denotes a sum whose first term is halved. Byapplying to(7) 
the well-known Christoffel-Darboux identity, onecan easily derive the 
following useful representation wh chis due to Eterman [6] (see also 
Meinardus 171): 
(8) 
We proceed now to prove the following property. 
LEMMA 1. Let Zj= [qjli, qj- 11, j= 1, 2, . . n + 1. Each ak( & x)9 
k = 0, 1, . . j - 2, j + 1, . . n + 1, has a real root ry) on Zj. These roots are 
ordered asfollows: 
qj < rj!j! I < r!j) 
1+2< . .. <r$l<~j<rjj<r(lj)< .‘. <r,!i’,<rjj-l, (9)
where t,=cos[(2j-l)n/(2n+2)]. 
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Proof: We start byverifying that he roots of ak( U; X) for k< j - 2 and 
k >j+ 1 are separated by the “middle” point j. Using (8), we get 
wCakW &)I =(- lY sgnlIT,(S,Jl wCrlk -tJ 
= (-. l)‘+j+’ sgn[qk - r,] 
=(-l)k+i+‘, k=O, l,..., j-2, 
=(-l)k+j, k=j+l,...,n+l. (10) 
Next, by virtue of (6), sgn[a,(U; qj)] = (- l)k+jfl, j#k. and hence 
rV)e (qj, tj) for k= j+ 1, . . n+ 1, while Y~)E (lj, qnP 1) for k = 
0, 1, ..) j-2. Thus to prove the lemma it suffices to show that 
sgn[a,(U;r~~l)]=(-l)kii, k=O, l,..,, j-3, j+ l,..., n  Representation 
(8 )reveals 
~~~C~~~~~~~~,:,~l=~-~~k~~~C~,~~~~,~-rl,~,+,~~~~,,)1~~~Crl,-~~~,l 
=(-,)k+’ %n[Tn+l(rk$jll)l Sgn[vk-rj;il,ll. (11) 
We have used in (11) the fact hat rijl 1 is the root of uk + 1( U; x) and 
hence T’,(r$‘i ,) -ylk+ 1T,+ ,(ri$ ,) =O. It remains to note that for 
k = 0, 1, . . j-2, (-l)j-‘Tn+,(r~~I)>O and qk-rpi,>O, while for 
k= j+ 1, . . n + 1, (- l)jT,+ (ri$ ,)> 0 and qk - rl;‘l, < 0. This concludes 
the proof of Lemma 1. 
In the next lemma, the “degree ofthe orthogonality” of hefundamental 
polynomials k(u; x), k = 0, 1, . . n + 1, with respect tothe Chebyshev 
weight is estimated. 
LEMMA 2. 
t-11 k+l+l YkYln 
(n+1)2 ’ 
k # 1, 
s 
],(l -x2)- I”&( u; X) Ul( u; X) dx = 
%(I--$(I--$), k=l. 
(12) 
Proof: Upon using representation (7) andwell-known properties of the 
Chebyshev polynomials T,(x), we obtain 
I (1 -x2)- “*uk( U; x) a,( U; x) dx = s $’ Tmkk) Tmh,) 
m-0 
= 5 Uk(U; v],). (13) 
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On the other hand, relation (6)reveals J-1) k+‘+‘yk 
l#k, 
ak(U; rt,) = 
n+l ’ 
1-L 
n+ I’ 
I=k. 
(14) 
Combining (13) and (14) completes theproof of the lemma. 
3. THE LEBESGUE FUNCTION p,( U; x) 
By analogy with the interpolation, he Lebesgue function p,,(X; x) 
associated with the alternating operator A,(X) is defined as
n+ I 
(15) 
It is known (see, .g., [4]) that he operator norm of ,4,(X; .), as an 
operator on C[ - 1, 11, equals the sup norm of its Lebesgue function: 
II~,(Wll = f”y<, P,(X x). (16) . . 
In this ection we study the behavior fp,(U; x). Our main tool is a 
relationship between this function a d the corresponding Lebesgue 
function 1, +,( U; x) induced b yth einterpolation. As before, we denote by 
ry) the root of a&.( I!.J; x) lying on 1, = [q,, ‘II-. ,I,j= 1, 2, . . n + 1. Our atten- 
tion will be restricted to the study of p,,( U;x) on the “middle” subintervals 
I, 0 = CC1 1, rp)]. By virtue ofLemma 1, 
I- 1 
p,(U;x)= c (-1)J+‘+‘a,.(U;X) 
VZO 
n+l 
+ c (-l)‘+‘u,(U;X), XE I,.,. (17) 
"=j 
On the other hand, the corresponding Lebesgue function induced bythe 
interpolation & + 1(U; x) may be written as
J-I 
&+,(U;x)= c (-1)‘+‘+‘I,(u;x) 
V=O 
!I+1 
+ c (-1)‘+‘I,(u;x), XEIi. 
v-j 
(18) 
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Combining (17) (18), and (6) we obtain, after some simplification, 
L+,(U;x)-cL,(Kx)= 
(-lHn+2-2A T 
(n+ 1) 
(x) 
n+l 9 XEZj,O. (19) 
It follows from (19) that %,+ ,( U; tj) =p,,( U;{,), j= 1, 2, . . n + 1. 
(Moreover, if the number of nodes is even, IZ =2N, then AZN+ i( U; x) coin- 
cides identically withc(& U; x) for XEZ,,~.) Since, onthe other hand, 
IIL 2N+1W =~2N+IWO) (see, e.g., Cllh ll&dW 2 lIL2N+I(W 
N=O, 1, 2, . . . This inequality has been noticed byCheney and Rivlin 
[S]. They also remark: “We don’t know whether itis also true for the odd 
case.” The following theorem contains an affirmative answer to this 
question. 
THEOREM 1. 
II~,(~)ll 2 IIL+I(u)II, n=0,1,2 ).... (20) 
ProoJ: We need consider only the odd case, n + 2 = 2N + 1, N = 1,2, ... 
It is known (see, .g., [I]) that &.( U; X) attains its maximal value in the 
interval I, = [nN, qN- ,I. Therefore, w  can restrict ourselves to a com- 
parison fp2N- i( U; x) and &,( U; x) for xE I,. The idea of the proof is to 
show that for any XE I, there xists a point z E I, such that 
pZN _i( U; z) 3 &,( U; x). Denote by F,, _ ,(x) the continuation of 
P2N-l(U;x), XEZN.0 as a polynomial on the interval I,.It is clear that 
~2,+,(U;x)aE;N-,I(xh x~z,v, and hence it suffices to show for any x E I, 
the existence of ZE I, (depending o  x) such that FIN- 1(z) > 12J U; x), 
XEZN. To this end we apply the trigonometric substitution x = 
cos(Q,-,+@), @ -,=(N-1)~/2N, 0<0<71/2N, and put GZNP,(Q)= 
F,,-,(cos[Q,~,+0]),~2N(U;ZN,Q)=~2N(U;~~~[ON~~++]).Byvirtue 
of (19) we have 
@2N-l(@)-J2N(U;~N, Q)= 
(-l)N+’ cos(2N@) 
2N ’ 
O<Q<&. (21) 
Now we apply the following formula, which estimates he“degree ofasym- 
metry” of the Lebesgue function AZN( U; I,; @) (see [2]): 
I ZN u; IN, &- Q - I,N(u; IN, Q) 
> 
(22) 
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Upon comparing (22) and (21), wefind that he following equality has to 
be verified: 
or equivalently 
H,,(O)zcot(2NO)-tan O<Q<&. (23) 
Since Hz,,,(O) > 0 and Z-IZ~~(~C/~N) = 0, it issufficient to show that 
z-z&( 0)= 
2cos~(%J+2cos2(~; r)-sin2F&@)<” QE(o’&)’ 
But cos2(0/2) > cos2(7c/4N- Q/2), 0< 0 < n/4N, and hence it remains to
check that 
sin2(2NO) < 2N cos2(n/4N- Q/2), 0 < 0 < n/4N, 
or, finally, that 
sin(2NO) < $%cos(n/4N- O/2), @~(0,7r/4N), N= 1,2 ,.... 
This last inequality follows immediately from the fact that 
,/%os(n/4N- O/2) > 1, 0 E (0, rr/4N), N = 1,2, ... 
This completes theproof of the theorem. 
Remark. For the upper bound of llA,( U)ll, the following estimate is due 
to Cheney and Rivlin [ 51 (see also Phillips andTaylor [lo]): 
IMW < IIL+1(~)ll + 1. (24) 
Notice that his estimate follows immediately from (6). We performed some 
intensive numerical calculations which indicate that when the number of 
alternation poi ts i even, max- r Qx. 1 ,Q U; x) = p,( U; 0), while for odd 
number of points, n +2 = 2N+ 1, the Lebesgue function ZJ~,,,-~(U; x) 
attains its maximal value in the subinterval IN, 0.Assuming these facts obe 
true, one can conclude 
IIA2dVII = Ib52rv+ ,(WI, N=O, 1, . . (25) 
0 < IIA2N- I(Wl - II~2d~)ll <&T N= 1, 2, . . (26) 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As was mentioned inthe Introduction, the A ( U; x)-polynomials may be 
considered as a special case of the next-to-interpolatory yn mials, which 
have been introduced an studied byMotzkin and Sharma in [S, 91. In 
particular, since the nodes ilk = cos[krc/(n + l)], k= 0, 1, . . n + 1, are 
known to coincide with the roots of Tn+Jx) - T,,(X), one can apply 
Theorem 7of [9] to obtain 
lim 1’ [f(x)-A.(U;x)]*dx=O (27) 
for anyf(x) E C[ - 1, 11. In the above setting, U denotes the infinite matrix 
of nodes whose nth row is (q,+ i, qn, .  . q,,). Note also that (27) may be 
proved irectly by applying toA,( U; x) the standard Fejer technique and
making use of Lemma 2. On the other hand, it was shown in [9] that for 
the matrix 0, obtained from U by deleting thend points + 1, there exists 
a function f(x), continuous n [ - 1, 11, such that 
lim [f(x) - A,( 0; x)]’ dx = co. (28) n+m 
This example serves a an illustration of thegeneral principle, which says 
that he laws of the asymptotic d stribution of n des are not line enough to 
characterize completely thebehavior fthe alternating process. 
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